
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 10 December 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Lucas J for working hard in all of his lessons; Joel M for determination and 

integrity; Adeola T for determination trying her best in lessons; Barbara S for always being polite and kind; Ella 

Rose L for working hard in Maths; Mazigh G for working hard in lessons, being kind and helpful; Frankie W for being 

polite, kind, working hard and always tracking the speaker; Lewis B for promoting our school values; Lacey S for 

always working hard. 

Miss Cave & Miss E Hughes would like to appreciate Sabrina C for a brilliant story in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jessie C for massive improvements in Science and working hard every lesson. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Lewis B and Brooke F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Leila D for showing great determination in your Maths lessons; Lucas F for 

showing great enthusiasm on this week's topic in Maths; Leyton D for showing great work rate during this week's 

topic in Maths! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A, Barbara S, Gabriella C, Faye A, Sabrina C, Joel M, Bethany E, 

Frankie W, Skye B, Jonathan H, Teniola T and Leighton P for always being a polite and respectful, and working hard 

on Lexia. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ali H and Marcel B for working really hard in French and producing some 

excellent answers; Olivia C for always getting on with her work and making fantastic progress. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Sabrina C for excellent work in English. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Jonathon B for always working hard in Science lessons; Ellie-Mae H for 

consistently producing fantastic work in Science. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Emil B for doing extra work outside of lesson to improve his geographical 

knowledge; David C for continued brilliant work in History; Precious E for brilliant enthusiasm in History! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Bethany E for being kind, helpful and always trying to improve. An incredible 

attitude towards her learning; Adam J for showing resilience when struggling with a topic in maths and becoming 

a wizard with prime factors! Well done Adam; Julia K for working hard every single lesson, completing challenging 

extension tasks and scoring 100% in her assessment. Absoloute superstar! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Leyton T for trying his best in every geography lesson; Harvey T for using 

some amazing subject specific language in his lessons and being a polite and respectful member of the class; Laila 

J for showing real determination in her geography lessons this week; Alfie B for always putting 100% effort into his 

Geography lessons; Bethany E for always trying her best in Geography lessons; Julia K for always being a polite and 

respectful member of the class; Lennon S for always putting 100% effort into his lessons and using some amazing 

geographical terminology, well done! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lucas J for giving 100% in morning meeting; Lily P for showing determination 

in morning meetings, always on time, always with her equipment out ready to start the day. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Charlie L for always being ultra postive in school! An important trait of a 

successful student; Precious E for making great improvements in his approach to lessons / DEAR time - keep it up; 

Tia C for always being super polite, helpful and positive - amazing! 



 

 

 

 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Alydia H for showing determination throughout science this week; Ella-Rose 

L for showing determination and really trying hard in her science lessons. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Joel M, Jonathon H and David A for excellent determination shown in English 

lessons this week. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Leyton D for working hard to improve and for demonstrating respect. Good 

work, Leyton; Mostafa I for putting a huge amount of effort into every English lesson. Keep it up! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Nicholas K, Kadie-Lee M, Alfie B, Callum K and Joel E for producing high 

quality extended writing in History. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Kiera P and James M for always showing our core values of integrity and respect 

by making the correct choice every time. 

Mr Birch would like to appreciate Olivia C for always trying her best in her RE and Performing Arts Lessons. Well 

done Olivia; Jack N for always trying his best in his RE and Performin Arts Lessons. Well done Jack; Lennon S for 

always giving 100% effort in his RE lessons. Well done Lennon! 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Faye A for showing more confidence in French lessons this week; Joel R for 

always working really hard in french lessons. 

Mrs Cahill Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Bradley L for amazing effort to keep focused and so scoring 100% 

in mini-test. Keep up the self control; Callum A for amazing effort to keep focused. Keep up the good work Callum. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Joel R for excellent response to knowledge and understanding in art; Billy B 

for always willling to help to hand out resources in art; Julia K for her artwork to an excellent standard and always 

willing to help with handing out resources. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Lola D for fabulous determintation to answer a difficult science question. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 10 December 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Ruby B and Stevie C for always being polite and kind; Lee B for being amazing in 

DEAR; Aaron W for being attentive and participating; Tien N & Sonny R for reading aloud in DEAR; Logan B for being 

attentive in DEAR. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Amauri C for demonstrating excellent scientific knowledge when answering 

questions in class. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Sharon O for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons; Jake R for 

improved focus and attitude to learning in Spanish lessons. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate James S and Alex Y for great work rate and focus during Maths this week! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Daniel N for always putting 100% effort into his Lexia; Lee B, John M, Augustus G, 

Tien N and Louis F for always making excellent contributions in Lexia. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Daniel D for always being engaged and focused in Science; Emily F for always 

producing fantastic work in Science; Hasna B for brilliant work and determination in Science. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Jack M for demonstrating brilliant enthusiasm in History; Ali B for continued 

determination in History; Joana G for always having a lovely positive attitude to learning; Liene Z for always making 

excellent contributions in History; Leah P for brilliant engament in History! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Tien N for showing determination during this weeks DEAR session by reading aloud 

for the group. Well done Tien! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Finley F for showing great improvement in every aspect of his attitude and behaviour 

and producing some incredible work as a result, well done Fin; Charles M for another week of choosing to work hard 

every single day, a positive planner comment 4 days running! I am so impressed Charles, well done! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Taqua A for always producing some amazing work in geography; Chay B for really 

improving his attitude to learning in Geography recently, well done; Matthew A for always putting 100% effort into his 

lessons; Emily F for always producing fantastic work in Geography; Tony S for always trying his best and using some great 

key terminology in Geography. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Mia B for making really good improvements in maths through effort and persistence 

- well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Mia E for showing determination in science all week; Leonardo M for showing 

determination in completing his science work. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Ethan R for working incredibly hard in English and showing a huge amount of 

resepct. Good work, Ethan; Leonardo M for demonstrating determination and brilliant focus in English. Well done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Mark I, Lacey-May H, Keira P and George E for always being respectful in lessons 

and hard working. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Benjamin O for working really hard and to a high standard during DT lessons; 

Dominykas M for showing a noticable improvment in behaviour for learning and performing really well during the DT 

course. 

Ms Smith would like to appreciate Mr Prescot's English class for showing our 3 core values when I covered the lesson. I 

am very proud of you all. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 10 December 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jamie M for producing some excellent Science work, and always putting in 

100% effort; Wealth O for demonstrating excellent scientific knowledge in class, and always being extremely polite 

and respectful. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Taylor M and Nikol K for always being on task, giving 100% and being a pleasure 

to have in Spanish lessons; Ben W and Michael C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well 

done! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Millie C for working really hard and getting on with tasks in Spanish; Ellis K 

for brilliant focus and effort in Spanish; Libby J for fantastic effort and enthusiasm in Spanish lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Grace O for always having a fantastic attitude in Science; Stas M for always being 

100% on task in Science. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Alfie B for brilliant work in all History lessons; Ethan T for brilliant enthusiasm 

in History! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Christy W, Blake L, Joel R, Rebecca J, Lexi K and Viesturs K for reading to the 

class with clarity, pace and purpose. Well done. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Molly L for really improving her attitude to learning in Geography and 

producing some great work; Layton F for always putting 100% effort into Geography; Callie H for improving her 

attitude to learning in Geography and producing some great work! 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Harry C for his excellent work during our work on Linear graphs; Abbie C for 

always giving 100% in maths lessons - well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Sophie E for showing determiantion in completing brilliant "Do Nows". 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lucy S for producing an excellent short story in English and for always working 

with determination and integrity. Well done; Kyra S for writing a brilliant short story and showing amazing focus in 

every English lesson. Good work! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alexis S, Joel R, Sophie M and Nikol K for producing exemplary work in 

History. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Keigan C for an amazing delivery of 'conservation of energy' in Science to his 

peers. Also identifying 'common misconceptions '. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 10 December 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ella E for demonstrating massive improvements in focus in Science and 

completing some excellent work. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Michael M for improved focus and attitude to learning in Spanish lessons. Keep 

it up; Ellie M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Georgia N for showing 

determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Junchao C for showing great enthusiasm during our standard form topic this 

week; Thomas A for showing great integrity and determination during Maths. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Harry W for always being 100% on task and respectful in every lesson; Daniel N 

for always being polite, hardworking and respectful in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Liam J and Leighton H for showing the value of determination during class 

and always trying his best. Well done! 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Konstantin B for always giving 100% in his maths lessons! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Olivia W for services to the Equipment Check; James B for an outstanding 

work rate and focus in his History lessons. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Thomas H for demonstrating determination to improve in English and putting 

in a huge amount of effort. Good job; James H for putting in a huge amount of effort in English and demonstrating 

respect every day. Well done, James! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Thomas H, Georgia N, Karim S, Bella B and Libby B for always working hard 

in lessons and being respectful. 

Mrs Lewis would like to appreciate Lee O, Sam A and Gian T for fantastic effort following a dance routine in PA.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 10 December 2021 

Year 11 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Brodie G for always giving 100% in maths lessons as well as being positive, 

polite and helpful; Ryan A for his relentless effort in maths lessons and for always being a source of positivity! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Amy M for always having a great attitude to learning in Spanish lessons and 

being a genuine pleasure to teach; Olajuwon A for supporting other students to help them to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Marlew A and Esther A for showing determination in science lessons. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Brodie G for absolute brilliance in Sociology; Callum A for fantastic focus and 

understanding in Sociology; Molly M for excellent debating skills in Sociology; Ben J for a fantastic attitude and 

work rate in Sociology; Kaiya M for a brilliant understanding of complex issues in Sociology; Sophie H for all round 

amazingness in both Sociology and History; Katie O for a fantastic attitude and understanding in Sociology! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Kyle Q, Liam P, Katie O and Ben J for excellent contributions and attitude in 

History. 

 

 


